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Stock photography Introduce your students to the works of famous American writers and help them build their reading, vocabulary, writing and conversation skills. Great American Stories has an adaptation of classic stories that progress in trouble throughout the collection. Page 2 Table of Contents Busy Broker Romance, O. Henry Ungrateful, Paul Laurence Dunbar How I Went to
the Mines, Bret Harte Paul Case, Willa Cather Jury of Her Peers, Susan Glaspell Whale Hunt, Herman Melville Paste, Henry James Missing Phoebe, Theodore Dreiser Table of Contents Busy Broker Romance, O. Henry The Ingrate, Paul Laurence Dunbar How I Went to the Mines, Bret Harte Paul's Case, Willa Cather A Jury of Her Peers, Susan Glaspell The Whale Hunt,
Herman Melville Paste, Henry James The Lost Phoebe, Theodore Dreiser Page 2 Description Introduce your students to the works of famous American writers and help them build their reading, vocabulary, writing and conversational skills. Great American Stories has an adaptation of classic stories that progress in trouble throughout the collection. Each excellent half-voiced
narration conveys just the right tone and feeling for each of the 10 stories. July 1995 Short and fascinating, this production is a good taste of some of America's best writers. -- Sunday Patriot-News, April 3, 2003 The oral characteristics of these ten tales go virtually unparalleled in the canon of American literature. Cosmik Debris, March 2003Then gentlemen masterfully describe
the words of their writers. -- VOYA, VOYA, February 2004 This is a solid production that reminds listeners of the power and beauty of these authors' classic works. -- AudioFile, an unknown date Mark Twain (1835-1910) was born Samuel L. Clemens in the Florida city of Missouri. One of the most popular and influential writers our nation has ever produced, his sharp wit and
slashing satire earned him praise from critics and peers aliking. He has been called not only the greatest humorist of his age, but also the father of American literature. Stephen Crane (1871–1900) was an American writer, poet and journalist. He worked as a slum life reporter in New York and as a highly paid war correspondent for newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst and
Joseph Pulitzer. He wrote many works, poems and war, all well received, but not as prestigious as his 1895 Civil War novel, The Red Sign of Courage. Sign. He is considered one of the most innovative American writers of the 1890s and one of the founders of literary realism. Ambrose Bierce (1842 – c. 1914) was an American journalist, short story writer and poet. He was born in
Ohio and served in the Civil War and then settled in San Francisco. He wrote to Hearst's scholar, his intelligence and satire, making him a literary dictator on the Pacific coast and heavily influencing many writers. He disappeared to war-ravaged Mexico in 1913.Jack London (1876-1916) was an American writer, journalist and social activist. Before he made a living from his writing,
he spent time as an oyster pirate, sailor, food worker, gold digger and journalist. He pioneered the thrilling world of commercial magazine fiction and was one of the first fiction writers to gain a global celebrity and a great fortune from his fiction writing. He is best known for his novels The Call of the Wild and White Fang, both set during Klondike's gold rush, as well as short stories
Build Fire, The Odyssey of the North and The Love of Life. He also wrote about the South Pacific in stories like Parlay's Pearls and Pagans. He was a passionate advocate of trade unions, socialism and workers' rights and wrote several powerful works on these topics, including The Iron Heel, the People of The Depths and the War of the Classes. Patrick Fraley has created
voices for more than four thousand characters, putting him among the top 10 performers of all time in animated shows. He has an MFA degree in acting from Cornell University and has written the only character sound curriculum ever accredited at university level. We hope you enjoy reading these stories (there are thirty of them, in fact). They represent the first collection published
in the journal American Literature. You can also enjoy your favorite short story collections or look for short stories from O. HenryThis at The Short Story LibraryThe Little Match GirlThe Gift of the Magi (1905) - one of the most famous titles in the short story genre - is a must-read. The story is about a young couple and how they face the challenge of buying each other Christmas
presents when they don't have enough money. This emotional story has a moral lesson and is widely enjoyed over christmas and the holiday season. Hans Christian Andersen's Study GuideThe Little Match Girl (1845)This is a special seasonal choice for the holiday season. It's a story that needs to be read for perspective, and it's also featured in our collection of Christmas stories.
The Study GuideTo Build a Fire (1908) of the Jack LondonA classic Man vs Nature story is set in the Yukon region of northwest Canada. The dog didn't know anything about thermometers, but. It made sense to know it wasn't time to travel. Great story to read in the depths of winter with a freezing season in the forecast Region. Ambrose BierceA's short story masterpiece Ambrose
BierceA: This is a tense tale of Civil War soldier Petyon Farquhar captured by enemy forces. The story unfolds in a dangerous distress in which a soldier is hanging himself: A man stood on a railroad bridge in northern Alabama ... A rope surrounds his neck. Will Farquhar succeed in a daring escape? Stephen Crane's research guide AmontilladoA Dark Brown Dog barrel (written in
1893, published in 1901) This is a powerful and well-written story of grief. The story - depending on the reader - can work on at least two levels; as a simple story of a dog, a child and crushing cruelty. It can also be interpreted as allegorical social criticism after the American Civil War. W.W. Jacobs' Monkey Paw (1902)Three hopes and monkey's paw. What could possibly go
wrong? A horror story in short story form. I quote: The first man had three wishes. Yes, replied I don't know what the first two were, but the third was because of death. That's how I got the paw. Edgar Allan PoeA's Amontillado Barrel (1846) classic revenge story in the horror genre. Set in an unspecified Italian city, the protagonist Motressor believes he has suffered a thousand mild
and injuries to his friend's hand. Montressor invites his friend Fortunato to taste wine stored in his pallazo in a wine cellar. Mark TwainMark Twain's Eve's Diary (1906) is funny, witty and ingenious as he writes once from Eve's point of view and then follows from Adam's perspective. Sample observation from Eve: She speaks very little. Maybe it's because he's not bright... I suggest
you start with Eve first, then go to the companion piece, excerpts from Adam's diary. The Story of the Hour by Kate Chopin (1894, 1895) This dramatic short story - an early entrant to feminist literature - was very controversial when it was published in 1894. It suggests the possibility that the people of that era were repellenting better than they were considering. The story still has
the power to make modern readers uncomfortable. But note that it is possible and sometimes even desirable to criticize some aspect that shows a nuanced feature; the quick mind can shed light on part of the arrangement without condemning the whole arrangement. I believe Chopin did it here. This excitement and climaxy story will take you on an emotional journey. Bret Harte's
research guide Roaring Camp's Luck (1868) The hard-luck life of hard-hearted miners changes with the birth of Thomas Luck, who draws from the heartters of roaring camp's rough and fallen miners. Featured in StoriesRegret of the Civil War written by Kate ChopinA in a beautiful story that suggests the depths of a woman's emotional complexity. A great novel that modern
feminists could easily misunderstand. O. HenryThis' Skylight Room (1906) was chosen for its simple poignancy. Ambrose Bierce's Horseman in the Sky (1889) Another interesting story from Ambrose Bierce. This is also set during the American Civil War. I classify this person and under mselves. Research GuideThe Legend of Sleepy Hollow (1820), by Washington Irving One of
the early American classics, And don't forget its famous partner Rip Van Winkle.My Kinsman, Major Molineux (1832), Young Goodman Brown (1835) and Nathaniel HawthorneAll's Minister's Black Brother (1832) Three of these stories are important examples of Hawthorne's contribution to the genre of dark romanticism and should be read. The first is my favorite of three. If you're
having trouble understanding stories, it can be helpful to visit Hawthorne's homepage for some background, and the classic dose of O. HenryA by The Minister's Black Veil Study GuideThe Cactus (1882) O. HenryA comes right at you. Short and straight. Communication is important. Edgar Allan Poen Tell-Tale Heart (1843) Me Crazy? No, it's not. Allow me to prove my mental
health by describing how meticulously and ingeniously I murdered my victims! Mark Twain's celebrated jump frog Calaveras County's celebrated jump frog (1865) the famous story of the Dan'l Webster frog and his expected performance in the jumping competition. Louisa May Alcott's Scarlet Stockings (~1869) does and says what she wants is very blunt and honest, she has her
own ideas and principles, she goes to parties in high dresses, doesn't dance round dances and wears red socks, although Mrs Plantagenet says it's fast. Independent, confident and dressed in a scarlet sock. Lennox is helpless to resist. T.S. ArthurA's Angel in Disguise (1851) an emotional tale of love and kindness: The bond had already isolated itself around them, and love was
foxing into life. Bartleby, Scrivener of Herman MelvilleA (1856) widely read a story that is one of Melville's finest examples of dark romance, the interpretation of which has been widely discussed. If you find out what that means, let us know! Susan Glaspell This short story by Edgar Allan PoeA Jury of Her Peers (1917) Purloined Letter (1844) is based on a murder story that
Glaspell covered as a young journalist. It's adapted from his play Trifles, which is a selection on the high school list. Read the story and share it if you like it, Glaspell deserves to be known more widely. Willa CatherA's Split Cherry TreeOn the Gull's Road (1908) love story complicated by circumstance and protocol. Shirley Jackson's Lotto (1948) comprehensive recap of The
Lottery, Jackson's dramatic and short story. This story. Story. It was probably meant for an allegorical lesson, but it sparked controversy and even outrage across the United States, especially in rural communities like the one where the story is happening. Thank you, M'am (1958), by Langston HughesA for a comprehensive summary thank you, M'am. A compassionate story about
what happens when a young boy tries to rob the wrong woman! Forgiving, but firm: we should all be like Mrs. Luella Bates Washington Jones. Jesse Stuarta's Split Cherry Tree (1939) comprehensive summary of the Split Cherry Tree. In this widely read story set in kentucky's rural hills in the 1930s, a young Dave Sexton finds himself trapped between a modern world that requires
education and his father's past, where hard work may have had more value than syllapics. The conflict arises when his teacher punishes him, and Dave's father, Luster, has to make a decision about the value of education. Mary E. Wilkins FreemanFreeman's cunning story is very much in keeping with the cat's miraculous waiting powers, the hunt for prey and the return of its
master. Woman or Tigger? (1882) by Frank StocktonPrinsessa has a difficult choice. This iconic story has become a slogan to describe a problem that has no solution. Kate Chopin's Night Came Slowly (1895) Night came slowly, softly as I lay under a maple tree.
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